
Dear <<First Name>>, 
 
Welcome to Issue #86 of our Spooky2 Weekly Digest. 
 
Spooky2 20170701 Uploaded 
 
We've just uploaded Spooky2 20170701, the updated and revamped Spooky2
User's Guide, the Spooky2 Starter Pack, and Database 20170628. Full details
here: http://www.spooky2-mall.com/blog/spooky2-20170701-uploaded/ 
 
Spooky2 Blog Articles 
 
The Complementary 4 Modes of Spooky Central 
Spooky Central has super plasma, Pulsed ElectroMagnetic Fields (PEMF),
ultrasonics, and augmented Contact Mode. 
 
[UPDATED] Step by Step Instruction of Making Colloidal Silver 
Learn how to create true nano-particle colloidal silver with high silver content. 
 
Spooky2 Training in Giovinazzo, Italy on June 25, 2017 
Marcello Allegretti, the author of The Frequencies of Rifing, held a training
course in Giovinazzo (Ba), Italy on June 25th at 18:30 PM. 
 
Spooky2 Q&A 
 
What's the difference between harmonic wobble and feathering? 
Understanding the differences between harmonic wobble and feathering, 
 
How long do you need to leave a tick in the remote to stay working on? 
Once that ticks family of DNA is dead then it's dead. Do not see the point in
continued use as any new tick would be a different DNA family. 
 
Has anyone gotten anything in their biofeedback scan that was accurate?  
The frequencies are always accurate. The Reverse Lookup is all-inclusive, so
from all of the results returned, only 1 result for each frequency may be correct. 
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Can the Lyme bacteria adapt to frequencies and/or waveforms? 
Yes. It is for this reason that we have the Optimize Scan option and the
frequency wobble option. 
 
Can anyone help me out with ocular migraines? 
I ran the Program - Migraine Disorders as soon as I started seeing the visual
indicators. 
  
Spooky2 Forum Posts 
 
Hypothyroid Success 
My BT is well within normal range. 
 
Propionibacterium acnes 
You can find 3 presets for Propionibacterium acnes. 
 
Wound healing and regeneration 
In 3 days ( 1 treatment per day) we have seen a 50% reduction in the size and
depth of the open wound. 
 
Settings to lose weight 
I am a brand new user and trying to find settings for weight loss.  
 
PEMF for common problems 
PEMF low range frequencies and settings for common problems. 
 
Best of health, 
Echo 
 
Spooky2 Team 
Skype: echolee50 
Facebook: www.facebook.com/groups/spooky2 
                www.facebook.com/clenspooky2 
Web: www.spooky2-mall.com 
         www.spooky2.com 
         www.spooky2support.com 
         www.spooky2videos.com 
         www.spooky2reviews.com 
Tel: 00-86-18001581176 
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You are receiving this message because you are a valued spooky2-mall.com
customer. 
If you have questions, please feel free to contact us.

Our mailing address is: 
Spooky2 Rife

Room 209, Building 7
No. 9, Shengli West Road
Nanjing, JiangSu 211106

China
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